
RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

Below is a full list of the digital resources available in Topic 4. When you see these icons throughout the topic, 
access your learnON format to find resources that will support your learning and deepen your understanding.

4.1 Overview
 Video eLesson

 • A picture is worth a thousand words (eles-4129)

4.2 Analysing images
 eWorkbook

 • 4.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2940)
 • 4.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2941)
 • 4.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2942)

 Video eLesson
 • Vectors (eles-4130)

 Interactivity 
 • Reading visual imagery (int-8037)

4.3 Visual storytelling
 eWorkbook

 • 4.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2943)
 • 4.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2944)
 • 4.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2945)

4.4 Advertising
 eWorkbook

 • 4.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2946) 
 • 4.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2947)
 • 4.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2948)

 Video eLesson
 • Advertising (eles-4128)

4.5 Topic project: A visual story
 Digital document 

 • Story prompts (doc-34692)

4.6 SkillBuilder: Annotating visuals
 Video eLesson

 • Annotating visuals (eles-4131)

 Interactivity 
 • Annotating visuals (int-8038)

4.7 Review
 Interactivity 

 • Key terms crossword (int-8138)

To access these online resources and receive immediate, corrective feedback and sample responses to every 
question, plus a pre-test, select your learnON format at www.jacplus.com.au.
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         4   Visual   literature  
     4.1     Overview 
    4.1.1  Ideas through   imagery 
Visual literature   covers a huge   bundle of ideas. At its most basic form, it’s about looking at images and being able 
to   interpret what an artist or illustrator has tried to   communicate to you. At its most complex, it’s understanding 
design philosophy   and   authorial intent  . But why don’t we just stick to the basics for now?  

 Every time you see an image (online or in the real world), it’s carefully made for a very specifi c purpose. Those social 
media   infl uencers are trying to get you to follow them, that company’s advertisement is trying to sell you something, 
and that artist is trying to show how they feel or what they believe.  

 Reading a   graphic   novel is not less than reading a book, it’s just very different. Just like a traditional book doesn’t 
capture the vivid colours and shapes of a graphic novel, if you replaced all books with graphic novels, you’d lose 
the creativity the author poured into the language they used to build images in the reader’s mind.    

Resources

Video eLesson   A picture is worth a thousand words  (eles-4129)   
            Watch this video to learn about visual literature.  

  STARTER QUESTIONS  

     1.  What is an example of visual literature that you have seen recently (such as an advertisement, movie poster 
or illustration)? What message do you think it was trying to send? 

     2.  Why do you think visuals can be important in storytelling? 
     3.  Do you think that books with pictures should be taken less seriously? Why or why not?   
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  4.2     Analysing     images 
    4.2.1  Reading   imagery 
 The fi rst step to ‘reading’ an artwork is   analysing   the image, which means to study it and consider what all the 
different elements mean. This   applies to paintings, sketches, comics, photographs, and every other type of image 
there is. There are a  lot  of things to think about, but some of the most important are:  

   Colour and       lighting 
 The   colour   and   lighting   used in an image shapes its   mood. If the lighting is dull and dark, it might create a sad or 
  scary mood. Bright and colourful? You’ve probably got a cheery snapshot on your hands.   

       Vectors 
Vectors   is the term 
for the path your eyes 
follow when you look at 
an image. Depending 
on the artform, these 
are going to be 
different   – a painting 
has just one image and 
it needs to draw your 
eyes to certain spots, 
while a comic book or 
graphic novel needs 
to tell you a story in a 
specifi c order. Vectors 
can also be used to 
show movement or 
direction (such as lines 
behind someone to 
show they are moving). 

 How many vectors can 
you see in this image...?    

The mist is hiding what
might be in the background.

The light gives us a clear
view of the horizon.

anything about them or which
way they are facing.

Dark colours and low lighting give
the image a mysterious, gloomy mood.

Bright, warm colours gives the
image a positive, hopeful feel.

There is enough light in the
image to show that the figure isThe figure is so dark we cant’t tell

facing away, looking to the
distance.

 eles-4130 
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Symbolism
Symbolism refers to the way that different objects in an image can have an effect upon us and represent something 
much bigger than what’s shown on the page or screen. For example, a rose is often associated with romance and 
love, and the image of a lion can be a symbol for bravery.

Salience
Salience is the focus point of an image, meaning it is the first thing that jumps out at you. It’s likely to be the most 
important part of the image, which the artist wants you to look at first.

Owls are often used to
symbolise knowledge or
wisdom.

Foxes are often used to
symbolise cunning or
slyness.

Blackbirds can also symbolise
knowledge, and sometimes
magic or mystery.

The eye might first be drawn to this cave as it is
brighter than the rest of the image and seems to glow.
This makes the cave the salient point. 

The eye will likely then be drawn to the
figure in the foreground (at the front).
If we follow their gaze it takes us back to
the cave (this is an example of a vector).

The eye has likely now found this third figure. Once again,
their gaze leads us back to the cave, the salient point.

int-8037
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4.2 Activities

4.2 Level 1

 1. a. Add backgrounds and colour in the two images below in different ways, to communicate different moods.

 b. Add labels to the images to explain your choices.

 2. Explain how colour and lighting can change the way we view an image.

 

 

 

 

 

 3. Use see, think, wonder, like to describe your initial thoughts about one of the images below.
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I see 

 

 

I think 

 

 

I wonder 

 

 

I like (or dislike) 

 

 

4.2 Level 2

 4. Carefully study the image below and answer the questions. You could add annotations (comments) to the 
image itself to help with your analysis.

BLUE by Braydon Walmsley
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 a. Look at the colours the artist has used. What mood do you think this has created? (Hint: what emotion is the 
colour blue often associated with?)

 b. Describe any vectors used in this image. In other words, is anything directing your focus from one point to 
another? Hint: look at the eyes.

 c. Describe some of the symbolism being used in this image and what you think it means.

 d. How is salience used in this image? What is your eye drawn to first?

 e. Why do you think the artist wants to draw your eye there first?

 f. Suggest three changes you could make to the image, to change the mood. 
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 5. Carefully study the image below and answer the questions. You can add annotations (comments) around the 
image, to support your analysis.

 a. Consider the colours and lighting the artist has used. What mood do you think this has created?

 b. Describe any vectors used in this image. In other words, is anything directing your focus from one point to 
another?

 c. Describe some of the symbolism being used in this image and what it means to you. For instance, are any of 
the objects supposed to represent something else?

 d. How is salience used in this image? What is your eye drawn to first?
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4.2 Level 3

 7. a. Discuss the use of the following visual features in the image below. Remember to discuss how they 
are used and what you think the artist is trying to communicate.

 i. Colour and lighting: 

 e. Why do you think the artist wants to draw your eye there first?

 6. Compare the images in questions 4 and 5. Discuss the differences in the way each artist used colour, 
lighting and symbolism to create moods.
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 ii. Vectors: 

 iii. Symbolism: 

 iv. Salience: 

 8. How do you think a viewer’s context (their existing knowledge and life experience) could change the way 
they interpret this image?

 

 

 

 9. Suggest two changes you could make to alter the mood of this image. Describe the effects these changes 
might have.

 

 

 

4.2 Hungry for more?

Create an image or a short comic strip that incorporates colour and lighting, vectors, symbolism and salience. 
See what story you can tell using these skills. Annotate your creation to show where you’ve used each element 
and why.

Resources

eWorkbook 4.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2940), 4.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2941),  
4.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2942)

Video eLesson Vectors (eles-4130)

Interactivity Reading visual imagery (int-8037)
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  4.3     Visual   storytelling 
  4.3.1  Telling a story with pictures 
 There are lots of ways to tell a story through pictures – way too many to list here. Instead we’ll focus on four popular 
types. 

     Comics and comic     books 
Comics   or   comic books   are normally a   snippet of a larger story told through   snapshot images  . In early comics, it was 
often a slice of a superhero’s life and one comic’s plot didn’t always lead to the next. This is often different today, where 
a comic book can contain a set of individual editions of comics so the entire story is in one place, but smaller, strip 
comics – like the ones you might fi nd in newspapers – still follow the traditional format.   

   Graphic   novels  
 OK, isn’t this just a comic? Well, kind of. A   graphic novel   is a book-length story made of art panels, making it a 
lot longer than individual comic books. It tells a bigger story, through art panels with dialogue, and brief sentences 
which alert the reader to something such as a change in scene. Classic   novels have been adapted into graphic 
novels. This format is quite new, so it’s still changing and growing.  

     Manga  
Manga   is a Japanese art form that was created separately to comics and comic books, but with very similar 
construction. There has always been a big focus in manga on characters growing and becoming new people 
through their journey, and some of the stories have been going for a very long time. As it originated in Japan, manga 
is read from right to left, and unlike many comics it’s usually printed in black and white. Manga has a particular 
drawing style.  
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Webcomics
Webcomics are the newest form of visual literature. They are usually run by independent artists, who want to 
share their work without going through a big company. You can find lots of these online, and they’re normally 
regularly updated with notices being posted on social media or blogs. There are a lot of unfinished webcomics 
out there because authors move on to different projects, or it becomes too difficult to keep working on them. 
A key part of this style of visual literature is that it’s all affected by the audience’s opinions and feedback; what 
followers suggest to the webcomic artist can help to determine the plot and the characters’ actions.

4.3.2 Reading visual stories
So how do you read visual stories? Using techniques such as colours, lighting, vectors, salience and symbolism, the 
artist will teach you the vocabulary you need to read the stories themselves – and that doesn’t just mean the words. 
Since the artist can show you what a person is doing or feeling instead of writing it out, they’re going to help you to 
understand how to read emotions, ideas and scenarios through imagery.

They can show what a character might be thinking or feeling using only images. You will also use your own 
inference to understand the story. When you infer you use your existing knowledge and the clues in the image to 
find meaning that makes sense to you. See Topic 6 for more on inferring from animation.

If you regularly read visual stories, you will build up a knowledge of the ways artists convey messages and can use 
it to help you understand the story each time you encounter a new image. For instance:

Bug by Scarlette Baccini

In this panel the girl is the
focus (salience). We follow
her gaze (a vector) and
it leads us to the bug.

The bug is smiling and the 
colours are still warm and 
cheerful. We can tell that the 
story has a happy mood.

In this panel the girl is 
hunched, holding the bug 
close to her. She looks a little 
secretive so perhaps she 
wonders if taking the bug is 
the right thing to do.

In the middle panel the girl is 
looking back at something (a 
vector) as she thinks. Perhaps 
she is looking at her house as 
she considers whether to take 
the bug there.

The girl holds the bug close to 
her face and looks calm and 
fascinated. This tells us that she 
is unafraid.

In this panel the caterpillar is the 
focus (salience). A space in the 
leaves has even been cleared 
around it to help it stand out.

In the right-hand panel we see 
her hair swishing (a vector) as 
she takes off. This shows us 
that there is movement.

The use of warm, bright 
colours sets the mood of the 
story and shows us that it is a 
happy scene.
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4.3 Activities

4.3 Level 1

 1. Describe what you think is happening in the images below. Remember to specify why you think that. What 
techniques has the artist used to tell the story? You may want to compare it to the earlier panel from the Bug 
story in section 4.3.2. Add annotations to the images to help you organise your ideas.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bug by Scarlette Baccini
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 2. a. Choose one of the following scenes from stories and draw a comic to tell the same thing using images  
(a couple of words are fine to use as dialogue). You can divide the drawing space into four or six panels.

 i. A mouse took a stroll through the deep dark wood.
A fox saw the mouse and the mouse looked good.
“Where are you going to, little brown mouse?
Come and have lunch in my underground house.”

(From The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson)

 ii. They examined the mushroom, which was of a size and solidity unknown on the mainland; they tried to 
pull it up, and it came away at once in their hands, for it had no root. Stranger still, smoke began at once 
to ascend. The pirates looked at each other. “A chimney!” they both exclaimed.

(From Peter Pan by J.M. Barrie)

 iii. Goorialla, the rainbow serpent, lay in the sand all alone until he decided to create more life in the world. He 
called “Frogs, come out!” and frogs rose out of the ground with their bellies full of the water they stored. 
He tickled the frogs until the water burst from their mouth and filled the gouges in the land. These gouges 
made the rivers and streams we see today.

(From The Rainbow Serpent Dreamtime story)

 b. Why did you draw your comic the way you did? Were you using any context (existing knowledge) you 
already had about your chosen story? If so, what was it?
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4.3 Level 2

 3. Which of the following comics tells a more interesting story? Explain why.

 

 

 

 

 

 4. Study the Unplugged comic on the next page and answer the questions. 

 a. How do you think the story is going to continue?

Comic a

Comic b
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 b. Did you find the comic engaging? Explain why or why not.

 c. What could the artist have done to improve it?

Unplugged by MJ @majoy.art
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4.3 Level 3

 5. Study the following page from a webcomic. Has the creator used any visual imagery (lighting and colour, 
vectors, symbolism, salience) to help tell the story? Discuss what they have used and how it helps with 
storytelling. Add labels and annotations around the image to help with your analysis.
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 6. For black and white comics, what other elements can an artist use to enhance visual effect and maximise 
audience response? In other words, what elements can they use to make up for the lack of colour?

 

 

 

 

 7. Using only a grey-lead pencil, draw an image of a person swimming fast underwater. Include elements that 
show they are underwater (and moving quickly) without using colour. Your drawing skills don’t matter here; 
stick figures are fine. Add annotations to explain what techniques you used.

4.3 Hungry for more?

Create a short story in any of the visual styles discussed in this subtopic (or in a different style of your choice). 
You must include some aspects of at least one of the discussed styles (such as right-to-left storytelling, visual 
vocabulary or snapshot stories which draw upon a wider character and world).

Resources

eWorkbook 4.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2943), 4.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2944),  
4.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2945)
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  4.4         Advertising 
  4.4.1  Rhetorical       appeals 
 Now that we’ve looked at how artists grab your attention, you’ll be able to notice how companies do the same 
thing in their advertisements. Advertising companies also use visual techniques such as colour and lighting, vectors, 
symbolism and salience to get your attention. After all, often their advertisement is competing against many others 
and needs to stand out.  

 As well as sharing ideas,   advertisements are trying to convince you that they offer the best thing to you, and they 
normally use one or more of the following   rhetorical appeals   (they’re ancient Greek words, so just go with it). 
Rhetorical appeals are devices used to try to persuade people using emotion, values, character, and reason.  

     Ethos 
Ethos   is an   ethical   appeal, meaning it’s trying to convince you that the person behind the ad is the best (usually by 
suggesting that they are    reliable  and  credible ). Ancient Greeks used the word  ethic  for character. Often companies 
will use popular, well-liked celebrities to make consumers think that, because they trust the person, they can also 
trust the product. A   sporting brand is likely to use a professional athlete to   endorse   their product because they 
are an expert in the business of sport. Or a cookware company may use a famous chef for the same reason – who 
else would best understand the ideal tools to cook with?  

 Ethos is convincing because it: 
     •  sounds unbiased (not having a preference for any particular side or idea) 
     •  draws on expert knowledge of a topic 
     •  speaks the language of the audience, that is, using commonly-spoken words.    

     Pathos 
Pathos   is an  emotional  appeal (pathos actually means ‘suffering’ or ‘experience’). Basically, the advertisement is 
  trying to make you feel something, and advertisers use what seem like normal people or situations to do this – that 
way, you’re more likely to see  yourself  in that situation. These situations can include happy or sad events, wholesome 
family images, animals or kids doing cute or funny things, images of relaxation or luxury and many more.  

 eles-4128 
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 Use of pathos creates: 
     •  emotional tone 
     •  stories about emotional events 
     •  emotional reactions in the audience.    

     Logos 
 You can probably guess that this is a  logical  appeal.   Logos   translates to ‘word’, but here it means the words inside 
your head. A logos appeal uses reason and fact to win over customers.  

 Use of logos: 
     •  refers to facts and statistics 
     •  discusses history or literature 
     •  constructs logical arguments.    
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4.4 Activities

4.4 Level 1

 1. Identify whether the following advertising scenarios are a good example of ethos, pathos or logos. Tick the 
option you think fits best.

Example Ethos  
(can be 
trusted)

Pathos 
(makes you 
feel)

Logos  
(uses logic 
and facts)

An elderly couple pushing a small child on a swing

An actor recommending a make-up brand

A napkin company claiming that ‘9 out of 10 cafés’ 
use their product

A girl in hospital warning about texting and driving

An advertisement that points out that most soft 
drinks contain a lot of sugar

A busy teacher recommending a headache tablet

 2. Imagine you are selling headphones (any kind you want).

 a. How could you use ethos to convince people to buy them?

 b. How could you use pathos to convince people to buy them?

 c. How could you use logos to convince people to buy them?
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4.4 Level 2

 3. a. Think of an advertisement you’ve seen recently (either printed or on television) and describe which of the 
rhetorical appeals it uses to convince the audience.

 b. Do you think their techniques were effective? Explain your answer.

 d. Draw what your headphone advertisement might include (it could be the entire advertisement or just a few 
ideas).
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 4. What elements of ethos, pathos and logos are being used in the advertisements below?

 a. Advertisement 1

Ethos: 

Pathos: 

Logos: 

 b. Advertisement 2

Ethos: 

Pathos: 

Logos: 
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4.4 Level 3

 5. Study the following advertisements and then explain how each one uses ethos, pathos or logos to appeal 
to people. Point out any other techniques the advertisers use (such as colour, lighting, vectors or salience).

Tick which appeal or appeals each advertisement uses and then explain how.

Advertisement 1:  Ethos     Pathos     Logos
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4.4 Hungry for more?

Create an advertisement that uses all three of the persuasive appeals: ethos, pathos and logos. Which appeal 
do you think is most effective for your advertisement? What does it depend on?

Resources

eWorkbook 4.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-2946), 4.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-2947),  
4.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-2948)

Video eLesson Advertising (eles-4128)

Advertisement 2:  Ethos     Pathos     Logos

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6. Discuss why it is important to understand how advertisers use techniques to draw us in, and why we should 
critically analyse (carefully examine and evaluate) any situations or information they present to us.
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TOPIC 4  Visual literature 97

4.5    Topic project: A visual story
Scenario
The local library is opening a new section on Visual Literature, and has called for talented storytellers to create their 
own visual masterpieces to fill this exciting new reading corner. Readers of all ages and abilities will be enjoying 
these visual stories, so the content needs to contain many elements of visual storytelling to make it easy to 
understand and appealing to look at.

Task
Create a story that uses the elements of visual storytelling discussed in this topic. Your story will incorporate:

Image analysis – what would you like to highlight in your visual story, and how?
 • colour and lighting
 • vectors
 • symbolism
 • salience.

Form – what kind of art do you want to create here?
 • picture book
 • comic
 • graphic novel
 • webcomic.

Appeals – do rhetorical appeals work in your story?
 • ethos
 • pathos
 • logos.

Process
 1. You can work on this project individually or with a partner. Your teacher may choose to allocate pairs.
 2. Decide on the form your story will take. Whatever you choose it should contain minimal text. Most of the story 

should be conveyed using images.
 3. Decide on the style of your visuals. Your art skills aren’t important here, as the focus is the choices you make 

with images and words. You could create the images yourself, find images online or use illustration software.
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     4.  Make a  story mountain  to plan out your story (see Topic 13 Storytelling for more details). At fi rst this plan is 
likely to be   expressed using words, but once you know the outline you can experiment with telling each part 
visually, which will become your story mountain. For some story ideas, use the  Story Prompts  document in 
the Resources tab of your learnON format.  

     5.  Illustrate your work in the style you have chosen. Try to look at each image as if you don’t already know the 
story: have you expressed each scene with enough detail to let your audience follow what’s happening? 

     6.  Swap your creation with a classmate’s for feedback. When giving feedback, remember to be positive and 
helpful. Saying, ‘It’s not very good’ isn’t as useful as saying something like, ‘Perhaps the colours could be less 
cheerful in the sad scene’. 

     7.  Analyse your visual storytelling techniques using the points from the  Task  section. Comment on the following: 
      •   How have you used  colour  and  lighting ,  vectors ,  symbolism  or  salience  to tell your story? Why did you 

use those elements where you did? 
      •   Did you use any other visual techniques such as placement of images, different sizing or perspective (whose 

eyes we ‘see’ events through)? If yes, how did these techniques add to your product?  
      •   Do you think you chose the most appropriate form for your story? What is another format you could have 

used? How would a different format change the audience’s engagement? 
      •   Have you used any rhetorical appeals to tell your story? Explain where you used them and what effect you 

hoped to achieve. 
      •   Overall, are there any areas you did particularly well in? Are there any areas you think you could improve in?   

     8.  Choose the story of a classmate and write a blurb for it: this is the short description on the back cover of a 
book. Write something that will entice potential readers to decide that this is a worthwhile book to read. Edit 
and proofread your blurb (see Topic 14 Editing and proofreading) to ensure you have used correct spelling and 
punctuation.      

Resources

Digital document   Story prompts (doc-34692)  
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TOPIC 4  Visual literature 99

    4.7     Review 
   4.7.1  Key points to remember 
  4.2  Analysing images  

     •  When analysing an image, there are a lot of things to consider. This means 
you have to pay attention to everything – the artist put the image together very 
carefully and wants you to see what’s there. 

     •  Some of the most important things to look for are: 
     •  colour and lighting – how do they show mood in the image? 
     •  vectors – where does the artist want your eyes to go? 
     •  symbolism – does any part represent a larger meaning? 
     •  salience – what is the fi rst thing that jumps out at you?     

  4.3  Visual   storytelling  
     •  Visual storytelling is all about showing meaning with images, rather than 

in writing. 
     •  It is important to know what sort of art form you are looking at, in order to get 

the most out of it. 
     •  Some of the most well-known forms of visual storytelling are: 

     •  comics and comic books 
     •  graphic novels 
     •  manga 
     •  webcomics.     

  4.4  Advertising  
     •  Visual storytelling is not all about entertainment – advertisers also want to grab 

your attention to sell you something. 
     •  Advertisements usually convey meaning through one (or more) of three rhetorical 

appeals: 
     •  ethos – convinces you that the company behind the advertisement is an 

expert 
     •  pathos – appeals to your emotions, trying to make you feel a particular way 
     •  logos – appeals to your logic and reason.     

   4.6     SkillBuilder: Annotating visuals 

  Why is annotating visuals useful?  
 Visuals are used for many reasons: to entertain, to persuade, to draw attention, 
and to inform an audience; or to reinforce an argument. Understanding the 
purpose of a visual is important, and annotations are a useful way to identify 
key areas and organise your thoughts. 

Select your learnON format to access:
     •  an explanation of the skill (Tell me) 
     •  a video and step-by-step process to develop the skill (Show me) 
     •  an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let me do it)     
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4.7 Activities

4.7 Review
Go to www.jacplus.com.au and access your learnON format to complete the review questions. A post-test is also 
available to determine how your knowledge and skills have improved since starting this topic.

4.7.2 Reflection
Now that you know more about analysing visual literature, take a moment to think about what this topic has  
taught you.

 1. What did you learn that surprised you?

 

 

 

 2. How do you think the ability to analyse images will be useful in your everyday life?

 

 

 

 3. Do you think visuals and imagery are important in storytelling? Explain your response. You can use the space 
at the bottom of the page to provide some images if you wish.

 

 

 

Resources

Interactivity Key terms crossword (int-8138)
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TOPIC 4  Visual literature 101

Glossary 

analyse breaking down ideas and concepts to interpret what you see in front of you
authorial intent the message the author or artist intends to communicate in their work
colour how the artist or illustrator has coloured a particular panel or story; used to create mood
comic short story made up of just a few illustrated panels
comic book longer story featuring illustrated panels which might be episodic, meaning its parts might join 
together (in episodes) to create a bigger story
credible able to be believed or trusted
design philosophy what the artist is trying to accomplish using elements of design
endorse to show support for or approval of something
ethical involving questions of right and wrong; following accepted rules of behaviour
ethos a persuasive technique that uses expert opinion to convince an audience
graphic novel a book-length story made of art panels
inference an educated guess at implied meaning using evidence, logic and your own prior knowledge
lighting how the artist or illustrator has shaded a particular panel or story for effect; used to create mood
logos a persuasive technique that uses seemingly-unbiased facts to convince an audience
manga an artform originating in Japan which is similar to comic books, but which has developed separately
pathos a persuasive technique that uses emotions to convince an audience
reliable something or someone you can trust and count on
rhetorical appeals techniques used to appeal to an audience (see ethos, pathos, logos)
salience when part of an image draws your eye first
snapshot images comic frames with a single setting and action, as if captured as a photograph
story mountain a way of visually planning the plot and structure of a story
symbolism where one particular image or icon has a deeper overall meaning, hinting at a bigger picture
vector the visual lines your eyes move along, while looking at an image
visual literature a story or message communicated using images instead of words
webcomic an online form of comic book which allows smaller companies and individual illustrators and artists to 
publish their works. This format is much more interactive than traditional comic books.
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